
Tylohelo completed their installation of extensive 
thermal features at the prestigious 5 star Langley Hotel 
in Iver, Buckinghamshire.

The hotel is the former manor house of the Duke of Marlborough 
and located in 150 acres of gardens and parklands originally 
designed by Capability Brown.

The Mansion House is Grade II listed so the 1,600 sq metre Spa  
was created underground.

Our thermal installation comprised two beautiful Hammam, Steam 
rooms, Saunas, Heated loungers, feature shower and Ice features
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A. Hammams (and E). 
The two Hammams are the outstanding 
thermal experiences in the spa. Beautifully 
finished in 20mm thick marble slabs with glass 
mosaic tiled alcoves, both rooms are stunning. 
To create the structure to secure the marble 
slabs Tylohelo designed ingenious fixings 
alongside the water and vapour proofing. 
Some of the stone was heavier than can fixed 
with adhesive so a carefully facetted structure 
with external reinforcement was provided.

C. Saunas. 
Two types of saunas are provided. The 
traditional hot and low humidity Finnish style 
sauna ideally suited to the Salt inhalation via 
the back lit salt wall and the softer sauna with 
herbal fragrance, higher humidity and a lower 
temperature. Subtle hidden LED lighting in 
bench and backrests.

Heating is discretely routed 
into the wall, seats, slabs and 
floor to warm the room. A fog 
system provides background 
atmosphere and humidity for 
massage. A steam generator 
can provide a full steam 
enviroment for flexibility of use.

B. Steam rooms. 
Beautiful steam rooms with 
contoured seats finished in 
glass mosaic and contemporary 
large format ceramic to the 
walls. Subtle wall wash and 
underbench lighting to create 
the atmosphere. The Tylohelo 
“wellness system” of ventilation 
provides copious amounts of 
fragrance enhanced steam 
throughout the room for the 
best of bather experiences.
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D. Heated loungers 
Ergonomic relaxation loungers 
with controlled heating in  
the slab section finished in 
glass mosaic.



E. VIP Hammam 
Stunning finishes again with twin slabs in the centre for traditional foam 
massage and alcoves to enjoy the steam option.

F. Ice features 
Two ice features dispense crushed ice into a brass bowl for post thermal 
cooling prior to relaxation. Quiet ice producing machinery tucked away  
at high level. 

G. Feature shower  
With overhead drench and body jets for warming and cooling down.
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